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2020 was affected by the global pandemic with Covid-19. Provision was suspended in March and
re-started again in July with our first intake in September. The data contained within this annual
report is based on a greatly reduced intake during 2020 of 34 volunteers. Most volunteering
opportunities were suspended in March and have since remobilised to include bee-keeping,
gardening and art.
During 2020 70% of our volunteers were male and 30% female; out of this the biggest individual
age range was 41-50 years. 34% of volunteers were under 30 and 20% were over 51.
53% of volunteers had been out of work for over 3 years, with nearly 1/3 of all volunteers
unemployed for more than 5 years. Our Bees proved most popular during lockdown with art a
welcome new addition to our provision.
Admin & social media interest reflected the younger age of volunteers with 31% of volunteers
being educated to degree level, whilst 20% had no formal qualifications. 83% of our volunteers
lived in households where no-one was in paid employment.
The ethnic diversity of volunteers remained fairly static as with 2019 data with 27% coming from
the BAME community. We had 41% of volunteers disclosing a range of physical health and
learning barriers. These ranged from autism to dyslexia and dyscalculia.
We had 47% of volunteers disclosing a range of mental health issues. These ranged from social
anxiety to psychosis. At least 2 volunteers are known to have attempted suicide in the last 2 years
and 12% of volunteers required additional support with ESOL. Finally, 57% of volunteers came
from a social housing background; the graph contained within this report gives a good overview
on where volunteers lived in Greater Manchester.
Contained within this annual report is overview on our specific activates, it should be noted,
that without the support of the following organisations it would have been very difficult for
us to maintain the charity and our outcomes with the long-term unemployed across Greater
Manchester:
Q-Parks, Chapman Holmes Ltd; Manchester City Council and the Lord Mayor of Manchester;
Infusion Bars; Grape & Grain Ltd; Victoria Warehouse; Manchester College, Greater Manchester
Combined Authority; The Workers’ Education Authority, European Union Social Fund and Procure
Plus, all of which delivered over £115,000 of funds to maintain our work.
Anthony O’Connor
Director
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During 2020, Volition Community held a series of educational activities; the following is a brief
summary on the impact these are making.

VOLITION BEEKEEPING REPORT
•

We started the year with 4 colonies at Manchester Cathedral coming through the winter and 2
at Salford. We have split the colonies and now have 8 at Manchester and 4 at Salford.

•

We were able to restart weekly inspections with volunteers when we came out of lockdown

•

Caroline McLaughlin, Seasonal Bee Inspector (DEFRA) attended Manchester Cathedral and
Salford Cathedral. All colonies were inspected for disease and given a clean bill of health.

•

Three honey extracting session took place in the Beekeeping room at Manchester Cathedral.
To ensure Covid secure each session was held with one Volition Volunteer and all equipment
sanitised before the next volunteer attended their session. Sessions were spaced across the
day. 68kg of Manchester honey and 16kg of Saford honey. Equating to 330 x 8oz jars for
Manchester and 70 x 8oz jars for Salford.

•

The Jarring session was held in the CVC basement with Volition Volunteers, socially distancing
and full PPE in place.

•

Candle rolling workshop with Monday volunteers went well the volunteers really enjoyed the
experience and were pleased to have candles to take home for Christmas presents.

•

Monday Volunteers also had a frame building workshop in the CVC as the spacing is better and
window allowed ventilation. We built 50 frames in one session.

•

The lip balm making workshop was a first for us and a hit for the Volunteers they all took a bag
home with them for presents.

•

A Wednesday session was started for a new volunteer (couldn’t attend Monday) we have
completed 3 sessions she is very happy with our sessions and looking forward to more in the
new year. These sessions are based more around bee crafts as she was sure she wanted to be
hands on with the bees. She has since visited the roof and would like to attend an open hive
session in the coming year.

•

The BBC spent the day with us interviewing Volunteers and Staff for their Sunday Morning Live
Programme which was broadcast on Sunday 15th November 2020. It was a lovely day and
our volunteers really enjoyed the experience. Link https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/
m000pk0z/sunday-morning-live-series-11-episode-20?fbclid=IwAR2Hj0vjzCRnl9016Rar9dLGL
QkPVAkfBHrNFIlo39u_h68Wpgcrs8o4DX0

•

The Manc came to talk with us and put out a blog which got over 2k views they will come back
and do a full story talking to our Volunteers when Covid allows. The link to the story is https://
fb.watch/2Lk2dYVjMS/

•

Volition supporting Beekeeper in Level 3 Award in Education and Training course. First 2
assignments completed and passed, third waiting to be marked and 4th and 5th being worked
on.

•

Beekeeper now able to deliver sessions on Teams and Zoom should volunteers have the
facilities to take part in online sessions.

Lows of the year.
•

Covid, we kicked off the season with a lockdown and limited access to the bees so to limit
swarming we put extra boxes on each hive to give lots of space. This gives the bees more work
and is not generally good practice.

•

No volunteers for some months during 2020

•

We split the bees to give more colonies rather than our usual Demaree swarm control that keeps
all the bees in one place and enables stronger colonies to produce a better harvest. We now
have 8 colonies at Manchester and 4 at Salford this led to a reduced honey harvest.

•

Wet autumn found the bees not wanting to cap the honey frames and they were not able to fly
so sat inside eating stores – reduced honey harvest.

•

No film show – we usually finish the season with a bee film show (I couldn’t work out a Covid
secure way of showing a film). I have now purchased some extra equipment and am putting a
plan in place to be able to continue with this.

•

No honey tasting – another enjoyable and sociable event that we couldn’t find a safe way to do.

We have had a lot of support this year and thanks should be given to the Cathedral Team for their
endless help in this especially difficult time. Examples that come to mind are William (Verger)
stayed late to enable the Bee Inspection to finish her inspection. Gareth and Derrick opening and
closing doors and buildings to allow access and carrying kit when we are swamped moving from
building to building. Stuart keeping us up to date on all the Covid planning and making sure we
have our training completed. Lots of support from all staff has enabled us to keep on going.
Thanks also to Andy Pierce (Volition Staff) for his help especially with the
extracting and jarring sessions.

ARTS & CRAFTS - GET CRAFTY
During 2020, we delivered a series of fourteen
art, design and photographic workshops for a
small group of adults. The art activities included
drawing techniques with various media such as
pencil, pastel, charcoal and graphite to explore
line, tone, texture and perspective using their
sketchbooks to experiment. The volunteers were
trained with 3D materials including clay to press
patterned designs into tiles and sculpted clay
heads as well as producing some expressive
Modroc masks which they later painted.
They were introduced to painting, learning how to mix colours to create a wider palette. Using
watercolours and acrylics to paint flowers, they achieved some really pleasing results. Before
Christmas we demonstrated ‘pop up’ card techniques. The group has shown great imagination in
this workshop allowing themselves to really personalise their work. For the last session, the group
were given an assortment of coloured and patterned papers to tear and cut to create a collage of
their choice, to be mounted and transformed into a wall calendar. The finished pieces were great
and showed their individuality.
Although this has been a challenging year for us all with the pandemic, being part of a weekly art
group has given us all great focus and it has been a joy to work with such a lovely, committed
group of people. Week by week, we have noticed progression in their strengths and self-belief
with decision making, each producing finished artworks and finding confidence to develop their
own artistic style. Interaction with each other in group conversations has been great, sharing their
interests and seeing them grow on a personal and artistic level each week has been wonderful to
be part of.

Art classes have been delivered at Volition since the end of 2019. Through the early months of
2020 classes taught students how to explore different media and sketch to scale. Like all other
provision we had to close our doors through spring and summer but with WEA support Volition was
delighted to open its doors again in early autumn and the art classes brought energy and colour to
our portfolio of activities.

These new sessions were delivered by expert art instructors Andy and Angie Leigh. They plan and
deliver short and snappy classes which encourage students to focus on the activity rather than
worry about any preheld doubts they might have. One of the first classes had students doing quick
10 minute sketches then changed to clay to really mix up the morning and get people developing
their skills and thinking again about art. The classes have been as full as social distancing will allow
and attendance has been fantastic.
Students arrive early for the sessions and have been given sketch books and pencils so that they
can continue to practice at home. I can see the art class from my office window and always pop
over to see the exciting and creative work produced each Wednesday.

GARDENING
The gardeners got off to a solid start in January 2020. The previous autumn had seen an energetic
team weed the Cathedral borders, straighten lawn edges and plant over one hundred superb rose
bushes and perennial plants. Despite the cold wet winter months putting off a few volunteers, a
small but enthusiastic cohort continued. They worked hard to maintain pathways and keep the
borders free from litter.

We were confident the team would grow as the year warmed up and we

all looked forward to seeing how the roses would transform the South side of the Cathedral in the
summer months.
Now as any gardener will know, just a few weeks away from a plot will see weeds multiply with
extreme vigour. Imagine then the effect a 6 month covid induced recess on the garden.

Fortunately, restrictions were eased and the team were able to return in September. They found the
borders completely strangled by weeds and sprinkled with rubbish. This didn’t put them off. They
just started again, systematically working through each section and saving what plants they could.
The roses were expertly pruned and a lot of graft went into taming the borders. As 2020 ends we look
forward again to seeing the flowers flourish next summer. Indeed one of the volunteers, who is RHS
trained, has submitted a garden design for the Cathedral. The design has been accepted and work is
underway. The Volition Gardening team have proved that tenacity and patience can transform any
situation even in a World Wide pandemic.

VOLUNTEERING THROUGH 2020
“There is a curse. They say: may you live in interesting times.” So wrote Terry Pratchett in his fantasy
Discworld series. 2020 has been interesting! We returned after the Christmas holidays excited to
greet old friends and looked forward to making new. The year got off to a good start with new
cohorts of volunteers joining Volition Community to gain skills, give their time and discover new
friends and ways of working. Volunteer opportunities had been expanded and people could now
choose from: reception work, social media marketing, photography, classroom assistant, admin,
gardening, welcoming in the Cathedral, apiary, catering and caretaking. All these opportunities
were on site and could be accessed immediately by anyone joining the programme.
Working in the reception area of the Cathedral Visitor Centre was particularly popular and provided
a professional welcome to visitors and tourists. People could once again visit the mediaeval
Hanging Ditch area beneath the centre. As the year moved into February news channels spoke
of a virus spreading across Europe and possibly due to our location in a busy and diverse city
centre we started to take note. By March the situation had become more urgent and we were all
encouraged to take precautions and wash our hands frequently. Our volunteers were excellent and
readily assisted with cleaning touch points and sanitising work areas. We began to compare our
hands. Constant washing meant that they were beginning to resemble exhibits in the Egyptology
section of Manchester Museum!
We closed for face to face contact in March. Throughout
spring and summer Volition maintained contact with
all our volunteers through social media, emails and
telephone calls.

We were able to recommence face to

face operations in September. Restrictions have reduced
our volunteering opportunities but they have continued.
The gardening team restarted; volunteers have brought
down the 2020 honey harvest from the roof and bottled
it; marketing volunteers have created excellent signage
and individuals have accessed our employability course,
art sessions and engaged with staff. We thank all our
partners and volunteers for enabling key activities to
continue throughout this interesting year. We are proud
to say that our volunteering has been safe and enjoyed
by all.

CENOTAPH

Volition Community Members provide a daily information point
at the Cenotaph, close to Manchester Central Library. This is an
excellent opportunity for volunteers to hone their customer service
skills and become confident in approaching members of the public.
Standing outside is not for everyone but being close to a major Metro
stop means the location can become very busy with lots of people
needing directions and information about events. Unfortunately,
this year’s lockdown meant that volunteers couldn’t participate at
Remembrance Sunday but they did get a chance to welcome visitors
for the January Sales and Chinese New Year.

COOKING
Hotel Indigo is another champion of Volition giving us behind the seen tours of operations. As a New
Year treat their famous hospitality extended to a sumptuous breakfast with possibly the best eggs
benedict in the City!
Working closely with the hospitality industry has meant that Volition has found work placements
leading to paid employment for many of its participants.
Our Partners
Volition held several open days for partners so that frontline staff could see first-hand the opportunities
available with us. Here, work coaches from all over Greater Manchester have a close up look of
Heavenly Honey hives before making their way up the historical bell tower to get panoramic views
of the City.

VOLUNTEERING IN THE CATHEDRAL

Volunteers form the backbone of people who welcome visitors to the Cathedral. This team of 47
guides and welcomers are from a diverse range of backgrounds. Their presence ensures that each
door is staffed throughout the week and each visitor is personally welcomed. It would be easy to
come to the Cathedral to see its beautiful structure but not fully appreciate its age or significance
in the development of Manchester. Our clearly identifiable trained guides are on hand to initiate
conversations and answer questions so that visitors can tap into free and fascinating insights at
every turn.
We welcome and encourage volunteers from all backgrounds. People offer their time for a wide
variety of reasons. Some people love history; some want to share their joy of the building; some want
to improve their employment prospects and some enjoy the interaction with visitors from around
the world. The Cathedral benefits greatly from its diverse team and so in turn do the volunteers.
For instance, one individual used her volunteering to improve her English, secure references and
make friends. She has now gained employment as a dosimetrist within the NHS.
Another member of the team, who has been out of work for several years, has used this opportunity
to gain work experience and essential up to date references. He has now found paid employment.
Other volunteers enjoy the camaraderie and the opportunity to meet up each week.
As monuments and public buildings closed around the world so did Manchester Cathedral. In spite
of this, our team of volunteers have remained in touch with one another and with the volunteer
manager. They are all extremely keen to take up their roles once again and welcome everyone to a
fully accessible Cathedral.
If you would like to join the team in the centre of a bustling city and have the opportunity to talk to
people from around the world then contact the office 0161 833 2220 ext 242

PATRONS & DONORS
I would like to express my thanks and appreciation to the following for the active interest they
have taken in 2020 in supporting the work of Volition Community:
Manchester College

Rodney Lambert

Q-Parks Ltd

The Skelton Charitable Trust

Hotel Football

Hard Rock Café

Chapman Holmes Ltd

Chapman Holmes Ltd

MACC, Manchester

Heritage Portfolio

The Printworks

Neighbourhood Investment Fund (MCC)

The DHP Group

Verdure Ltd

Harvey Nichols Ltd

Quarantine Ltd

Chris Horkan

Just Bee Drinks Ltd

Elaine Screeton

Scruff of the Neck Services Limited

Grape & Grain Ltd

The G.C. Charitable Trust

Victoria Warehouse

Diocese of Salford

Procure Plus

Salford Cathedral

Manchester City Council

DWF Foundation

Infusion Bars

Sterling Event Group Limited

Alston & Beef

AND FINALLY, OUR PATRONS:
The Most Reverend & Right Honourable Dr John Sentamu, former Archbishop of York
Sir David Richards, Life Vice President of the Football Association
Ronald D Painter, CEO, National Association of Workforce Boards, United States of America

Anthony O’Connor
Director
March 2020

EUROPEAN UNION
European Social Fund
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Remember

No goodbyes, we have time
for you no matter what
Choice and free will
achieves outcomes
Quality relationships not ticks
in boxes makes the difference
Constancy, we will always be here
Collaboration, people
helping people

Get in touch
T
E

0161 833 2220
beapartofit@volitioncommunity.org

Victoria Street, Manchester, M3 1SX

volitioncommunity.org
/volitioncommunity

